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G-Spot Mastery™ by Lloyd Lester Advanced Techniques For Explosive G-Spot Pleasure & Squirting Orgasms



Sizzling Sex Positions: From The Unbelievably Erotic To The Surprisingly Good!



ATTENTION: If you have ever worried about being compared to her previous lovers, and losing out... this is going to change everything...



"Revealed: Powerful Secrets To Give Any Woman Her First, Incredible G-Spot Orgasm Or Even Multiple, Whole-Body, Squirting Orgasms… GUARANTEED!"



Unlock These Advanced Techniques For Explosive G-spot Pleasure & Squirting Orgasms >> "I honestly admire Lloyd Lester's dedication and professionalism when it comes to sexual education and advice. His books and programs always include TOP quality tips and techniques that help couples take their sex lives to the next level!" ~ Gabrielle Moore Best-Selling Author & Trusted Sexual Advisor GabrielleMoore.com
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Sizzling Sex Positions: From The Unbelievably Erotic To The Surprisingly Good!



Sizzling Sex Positions



I



f you always start with the missionary position and end with the missionary,



it's time to get creative. While there are many different positions to share, I will cover some of the best ones that I feel will improve the quality of sex for both partners as well as help solve the most common problems/complaints among couples. The positions I discuss will: 



ensure that women have more frequent orgasms during sex







help men last longer







solve the "penis size" problem, and of course







offer enough variety to kill boredom



And the nominees are . . .
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A Position That Almost Guarantees Orgasms for Both



T



his is called the modified missionary position. While in the missionary



position, the male will move his body up by one or two inches without pulling out of the female. While in this position, he will use only his hands and elbows to move up and down instead of moving his hips to penetrate in and out. This position will allow the man to last longer and it will also provide more stimulation to the woman's clitoris. The chances of both parties having orgasms is increased exponentially. There's also a good chance of simultaneous orgasms.
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Modified Woman-On-Top



I



n the standard 'woman on top' position, the man lays on his back while the



woman sits upright, on top of him. The woman has more control of the angle and speed of the thrusts and can therefore reach orgasm more easily. For the man, laying on his back usually delays ejaculation. So, it works well for both partners. The modified version of this position helps both partners more. Instead of sitting upright, the woman can lean forward anywhere between a 45-degree to 60-degree angle, and use her hands for support. Then, instead of moving up and down, she moves her hips back and forth. This position allows for more clitoral stimulation for the woman and further allows the man to last longer when compared to the up and down motion.
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Sideways Romp



B



oth the man and woman lie on their sides, facing each other. They can both



bend their top legs (the legs that are furthest from the ground) at the knees, the man keeping his leg between the woman's legs while the woman rests her upper leg over the man's waist. The woman can rest her head on the man's lower arm (the arm closer to the ground.) This position also allows men to last longer while providing women with greater stimulation/friction. Also, neither one of the people involved has to support the other's body weight on top of their own. Both partners can rest on their sides.
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Deeper Penetration



T



he female is laying on the table (or bed) on her back, using only her upper



body so that her butt rests on the edge of the table. Her lower body is vertical, legs fully extended and toes pointing towards the ceiling. The man enters her while allowing her to rest her legs on his shoulders, one on each side. This position allows for deeper penetration.
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A Variation of the Above



T



he female lays in bed on her back while her legs are vertical, fully extended.



The male is sitting upright, legs folded, one knee resting on each side of the woman's body. She lifts her legs up and puts them on each side of his shoulders. The male can gently hold on to her legs for stability as he moves his hips back and forth. This position also allows for deeper penetration.
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More Friction



T



his is a variation of the previous two positions. The difference is that instead



of the woman resting her legs on each side of the man's shoulders, she rest both legs on just one of his shoulders and then she places one knee over the other so that her ankles are crossed. This allows both her thighs to press against each other creating a narrower opening in her vagina which in turn creates more friction during penetration. Both partners will feel more friction and more stimulation during intercourse. Be certain that there is adequate lubrication.
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Doggie-Style



T



he female assumes the kneeling position, resting on her knees and elbows.



Her forearms are extended in front of her on which she can rest her head. The male, resting on his knees, enters her from behind. This position also allows for deeper penetration.
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Variation of Doggie-Style



T



his is a variation of the doggie style. The female lays on her tummy on a bed



or table while her legs are hanging from the edge of the bed/table. The male is standing (or crouching), and enters from behind, again allowing for greater penetration. Caution: Keep in mind that greater penetration is not always better. If the penetration is too deep, it can cause the woman pain and can sometimes also cause internal damage. If the man is already above average in penis size, and especially if the woman is much smaller than the man, it is probably not a good idea to aim for deeper penetration. Use good judgment. Health and safety should come first. Copyright © Lloyd Lester, GSpotMastery.com
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An Added Tip Regarding Size



S



ome experts suggest that when



a woman is fully aroused before penetration, her vaginal opening appears to decrease in size, and it also creates a suction mechanism around the inserted penis. This can compensate for a not-so-large penis. So, the best thing guys can do is to enjoy lots of foreplay before intercourse, if size is an issue!



Other Positions for Variety



T



ry having sex standing up. The woman can



lean against the wall. The man lifts one of her legs up and enters her. This is not an easy position and may require some practice. If the man is taller than the woman is, he may have to stand with his feet spread further apart to compensate for the height difference. Try different positions in the tub. This can be a lot of fun. Although, be careful of slipping accidents. Don't let this limit your imagination. Using Copyright © Lloyd Lester, GSpotMastery.com
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different "places", for example, the recliner instead of the couch, will give you a chance to find new and more interesting positions for both you and your partner. Generally, women prefer that you don't break contact once you're inside her. So, unless you're changing to another position that requires you to pull out of her first, stay inside her for as long as you can. While we're on the subject, here's another way to make things more exciting: Start with one position, and change to up to 5 other positions without breaking contact, i.e. without pulling out. Take your time with this one, and let's see how creative you can get! Okay, you’ve learnt quite a bit… but the best way to get the most out of this report, is to put it what you’ve learnt, into ACTION. Try out these positions, and see which ones work best for you and her… you may just take her on an erotic adventure she won't forget! (and be prepared that she’ll keep coming back to you for MORE ;-)



Lloyd Lester
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Recommended Resources Unlock these closely-guarded secrets to "hotwire" a woman's pleasure circuits and trigger powerful, instant, bedshaking orgasms...on command! (Warning: Pleasuring and satisfying a woman in such a deep and powerful way could make her "addicted" to you. She may not want to let you go) OrgasmByCommand.com



Want to permanently end the pain and embarrassment of "coming too soon"? Unlock these secrets to developing superior sexual endurance and enjoying transformative sex that lasts. EjaculationByCommand.com



Discover how to get an instant, rock-hard erection ...and always be "ready" to ravish your willing and impressed lover...whenever you want. (It's like "tricking" your body and mind into believing that you just popped one of those little blue pills, to get you going stronger and lasting longer!) ErectionByCommand.com
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Recommended Resources Discover these insanely powerful secrets that can give you the ability to make any woman explode with orgasmic pleasure! (Imagine being able to enjoy the best sex of your life while causing the most adventurous, experienced, or even shy women to reel in intense, orgasmic delight...) IgniteHerOrgasm.com



Even the most amazing and powerful orgasms that most women are used to having, is not even close to what they could be enjoying right now... Here’s your chance to unlock these powerful secrets to give any woman her first, incredible g-spot orgasm or even multiple, whole-body, squirting orgasms... guaranteed. GSpotMastery.com
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DISCLAIMER While all attempts have been made to verify information provided in this publication, the author assumes no responsibility for errors, omissions, or contrary interpretations of the subject matter contained herein. The publication is not intended for use as a source of any advice such as legal, medical, or therapeutic. The author wishes to stress that the information contained herein may be subject to varying international, federal, state and/or local laws or regulations. The purchaser or reader of this publication assumes all responsibility for the use of these materials and information. Adherence to all applicable laws and regulations, including international, federal, state and local, governing all aspects of life in any jurisdiction is the sole responsibility of the purchaser or reader. Neither the author nor the publisher assume any responsibility or liability whatsoever on behalf of any purchaser or reader of these materials. Any perceived slight of any person or organization is completely unintentional.
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Chapter 1 - Introduction to Sexual Seduction Seduction is an art where a man knowingly lures or attracts a woman. Sure there can be other combinations or it could be the other way around, but this book was written for straight guys. Seduction is the procedure through which you can tempt or charm a lady to make her fall for you. Seduction is very often referred to as the application of sexual desire with the main objective to charm or attract a lady to do what the seducer wants her to do. As I am sure you know, it is not necessary for men to be in love with the women in order to seduce them. Sexual attractiveness is the main factor which influences a man to seduce a woman. A person can make use of different types of techniques to seduce the women that they are attracted to. Of course, the techniques used will be dependent on the traits of the woman and the situation that you are in. There are quite a number of social behavior theorists who are of the opinion that seduction is a unique type of persuasion. Some even describe seduction as a power that depends on psychological mastery instead of intellectual appeals, money or fame. If you want to sleep with someone then you need to produce a situation where the woman that you are attracted to, will be attracted in return – attracted so strongly that she will act on her feelings right now, tonight. What should you do to produce this situation? You need to seduce the woman so that she will not be able to help herself but fall in lust with you. The main thing you need to remember about seduction is that you have to enhance your sexual attractiveness. If a woman does not find you sexually attractive then there is no way she is going to sleep with you. But that does not mean you have to be great looking. Unlike most men, women are not attracted so much by looks as by other factors. You should know that the ladies are quite picky about the men that they sleep with. Other things being equal, it is usually harder for a man to seduce a woman than it is for a woman to seduce a man. As a result, men need more tips and advice on seduction as compared to women. In general, women are different than men, they think differently and they have different values. Most men do not know 4
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the right way to hold a conversation with women. Even if they do, they may not know what they should and should not talk about with a woman that they want to seduce. The seduction techniques for different women are different. One technique may work for a particular woman but it may not work for another woman. To know which techniques to use, you should first find out about the personality of the lady and her way of thinking. To make her attracted to you, you need to make yourself attractive to her first. In this e-book, you are going to learn about the ways and techniques that you can use to seduce women. In addition, you will also find out what you should and should not do when you are right there with the lady.
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Chapter 2 - How To Become A Chick Magnet Have you spent quite some time in your life trying to think of a way to attract women to you? If you have learnt anything about women from your endeavors then you can call yourself a psychologist now. There is a branch of study that is dedicated to discovering or finding out the type of men that most women opt for. In general the people who undertake these studies do not take into account the materialistic factors, such as money, that may attract women to men. The study is about psychology and how it affects seduction. In recent research from Japan and Britain, it was found that the factors that influence seduction are not just how a guy smells or looks. The study reported that women are aware of the fact that good-looking guys may not be a good choice for a long-term relationship, which is what most women are looking for, deep down. They consider that handsome men are unreliable, more likely to be unfaithful and only good for short-term relationships. In addition, this study reported that given a free choice, the type of man a woman opts for depends on her point in the menstrual cycle. It found that during the period of ovulation, women preferred fit, macho type men (who are likely to make strong, healthy babies) and for the rest of the days, they opted for less macho men who might be thought to make better long term partners. So, if you‟re not a macho type of guy, you have a great chance of getting any girl, 75% of the time. However, it is also thought that a woman‟s cycle makes her more attractive to men at the time of ovulation. So there is a danger that if you always go for the girls who attract you the most at a subconscious level, you will pick out the girls who are ovulating and are not going to pick you tonight. Instead, you need to be aware of who is looking at you a lot, and choose those girls right now. You can hugely boost your „score‟ by always picking girls who are attracted to you. You just have to take a few simple steps to increase their numbers and, most importantly, have the confidence to believe that in any room, there will be some 6
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women who are attracted to you – no matter what you look like. Once you have that confidence and belief, it is just a matter of finding them. Besides, if you want to attract and make women fall for you then you should ooze confidence and appear to be cool – not in the sense of following fashion, but emotionally. Be happy, content to be who you are and where you are right now, be friendly to both men and women, and do not react with anger or sulks to setbacks but accept life as it comes. Think about the guys you know. Do you know some guys who are like that, always happy, laid back and optimistic? Do they have trouble getting girls? I bet they don‟t. So if you are out with a woman or just cruising in a nightclub or at a party, do not show your temper. This will destroy the „top guy‟ image that you have created for yourself. For this reason it is important not to drink too much when you are „hunting‟. Sure you can have a drink or two, but don‟t get drunk. Keep that for the times when you‟re watching the game with the boys. A lot of guys mix up the two and have nights out with the guys where they drink a lot, go to a club and try to pick up girls. That‟s a big mistake. Keep your drinking nights separate from your picking up nights. Attracting and seducing women is not a difficult job at all if you know what you are doing. Everything depends on how you think and what you think. You need to set your unconscious mind so that it follows whatever instructions you give it. When you tell your unconscious mind that you are the type of guy that women go crazy over then you will find that you are filled with confidence and sex appeal. When you do this, you will subconsciously believe that you are a chick magnet and there is nothing that can stop the women from getting attracted to you.
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Our mind plays a very important role in the seduction process. Now let us see how it works. First, tell yourself that you have the power and confidence to get any girl. Say this to yourself every time you look in a mirror, at least three times a day. Tell yourself that you are a very confident person with massive sex appeal. Say it out loud and smile while you say it. Don‟t skip this step. These kind of positive affirmations are something many people skip because they feel stupid, but that stupid feeling is exactly what you need to get rid of. Affirmations work. You will be a chick magnet as soon as women believe that you already are a chick magnet. Women will believe that you already are a chick magnet as soon as you believe it yourself. It‟s that simple. Once you believe this 100%, you will find that women will not be able to take their hands off you. There is a particular unconscious region in our brain that functions 24/7 forming our beliefs about ourselves from the thoughts that we have. You may be surprised to know that our beliefs about ourselves do not depend on what happens to us – they depend on the thoughts we have about what happens to us, our own reaction to the events of our lives. You do not need to change any of the circumstances of your life to change yourself into this happy, laid back guy. You just need to think positively (look for the positive in the circumstances and events of your life) and take charge of your life by never blaming other people for things that happen to you. This doesn‟t mean you start blaming yourself either – but just accept what happens, if is something you cannot change. For example imagine your phone is stolen in the street. You can take action (chase after the guy, or call the police) but let‟s say your action does not succeed and you lose the phone. You might get real angry and curse the ******* who stole 8
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your phone with everyone you know. You might curse the friend who „made you‟ walk up that street. Both of these are ways of blaming others for what has happened to you. Or, you might curse yourself for having your phone in your hand in the street or being the type of guy that these things always happen to – these are ways of blaming yourself. The confident guy would say, “I don‟t have my phone – that‟s a bummer. Oh well, I guess now I have to get that new model that I wanted.” Or, “Maybe this is life‟s way of telling me I need to cut back on pizzas, because that‟s what I‟m going to have to do in order to afford a new phone.” The guy who thinks this way is the type of guy that women adore. So, all you have to do to become the type of guy that women adore, is change your mind. Confidence plays a huge role in the seduction process. A man is confident if he is successful and happy in life. When men have these two important aspects of life, they do not feel the need of women. Such men do not care about rejection because they know that when one door closes, another opens. It is because of their happiness and success that they are able to handle rejection well. In very simple words, we can say that a man is considered as a chick magnet if he is both successful and happy in life. How many guys do you know who are unhappy or unsuccessful but can attract women? None! Women do not like men who are unsuccessful in life. They would most definitely not be drawn toward those men who are unhappy with their lives. Now the question is: how can you become happy and successful in life?
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True, it is not easy to achieve success and happiness but remember that both of these things are relative. Happiness is a feeling that everybody has from time to time and it is actually very simple to find things to be happy about in almost any situation, if that‟s what you are looking for. While you can also define your own success (you can set your own goals, and if you meet them, you are successful) success is a little different because other people‟s definition of it will come into play. However, there are certain factors that will make you appear to be successful on your own terms so that you can be a true chick magnet. These things are as follows:



-



Be generous. Women do not like men who are stingy.



-



Be very optimistic.



-



Approach a woman without the fear of rejection. If you are rejected then it‟s not a problem. It doesn‟t have to hurt you or diminish your confidence. She may have been wildly attracted to you but had personal reasons for not wanting to go home with you tonight. Anyway there is nothing you can do to change the fact so get over it – fast.



-



Mentally tell yourself that you are a great and confident guy.



-



A smile does not cost you any thing. So put a smile on your face all the time.



-



Women prefer men who have a great sense of humor. So make sure that you know what to say and how to behave in front of women.



-



Have faith and believe that you can do it.
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Chapter 3 - Using Psychology To Attract Attraction is simply a positive feeling that one person has for another. It can be in the form of admiration, love, friendship or lust. The factors that influence one person to be attracted to another are similarity, physical attractiveness, proximity and reciprocity. Similarity This means having things in common. You can boost this by picking up on things she says and forming connections. For example, if she says she likes a certain film and you like it too, say so, because that‟s a similarity that will increase your attractiveness. Don‟t make the mistake of telling lies here because she will subconsciously pick them up and they will have the opposite effect. If you didn‟t like the film, choose something else to form your similarity. Maybe you like one of the actors who was in it. With practice you can become very skilled at picking out and focusing on these similarities. Physical attractiveness Although you cannot control what type of guy a particular woman finds attractive, you can make the most of yourself. Be clean, spend some time and money on your haircut, wear the kind of clothes that girls find attractive. Being in good health is attractive but don‟t worry too much if you are a little overweight, if you are short, stuff like that. Some girls like these things, and many others will not care if you make the most of what you have.
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Proximity Within reason, a girl will be attracted to someone who is close by, or someone that she sees often. If you see the same girl on your way to work each day and you notice her looking at you, you have a great chance with her. In a club, moving around the room will help you get closer to more girls than if you stay in one place. When she has had a chance to notice you, get talking to her. Reciprocity This simply means that we tend to like the people who like us. This is also true of attraction. Don‟t be afraid to show that you are attracted to a girl, because it will increase her interest in you. Of course, don‟t pursue someone who has shown that she is definitely not interested. To have a chance with her, accept her „no‟ right away, stop focusing on her and go talk to someone else, but try again another day. These are the basics of the psychological factor in attraction. There is another principle of psychology that you should know about and can use to your advantage. This is the classification of personalities. You can learn what to talk about and how to behave with women who have different personality types. Personality can be categorized into three types: 1. Kinesthetic – focusing on touch. These women are likely to use a lot of touch-related words in their speech. This includes the word „feel‟. So somebody who says „it feels like‟ a lot could be a kinesthetic personality. These women will react well to being touched in a friendly way, sooner than others. You can give her a squeeze or touch her arm – she will enjoy that and may respond by returning your touch. 12
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2. Visual – focusing on sight. These people will say things like „it looks like‟ and „I see what you mean‟. You will do well with these women by focusing on the visual. Admire their clothing and jewelry, or point out things you like about the appearance and décor of the place that you are in. She will feel that you are a like mind if you do this. 3. Auditory – focusing on sound and hearing. These people will say „I hear you‟ and „did you hear about …‟. To start a conversation with these women, ask what type of music they like, or say they have a beautiful voice or a lovely laugh. You can also do well with them if you are able to pick up on nuances of tone of voice – which you will do naturally if you are an auditory personality yourself. You will have a huge advantage over other guys if you can pick up on these personality types and respond in the right way to them. For example, if you ask a visual type woman what music she likes, you will probably leave her cold. But ask her about film and you could have a great conversation that leads to the bedroom. In order to pick up what personality type a woman is within a few minutes or seconds of meeting her, you will need some practice. Start by noticing the forms of speech that your friends use, and classifying them. Then consider yourself. You will naturally get on fine with women who are the same personality type as you, so it is important to know what that is. Record a casual conversation that you are having and analyse it, or consider other factors – do you enjoy stroking a cat, you do love art, do you love music. Do not decide too quickly because you probably have preconceived ideas about what you would like to be, that may not be true. Observe yourself as you have been observing your friends. 13
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You will probably find that you are the same type as many of your friends, so the next step will be to get practiced at making friendly conversation with people of other types. You need to learn to converse with them as if you were their type, so that they are more attracted to you. You will probably find these people in your place of work and in other situations where people are more randomly grouped. It will not come naturally to you to say „I feel …‟ or „I see what you mean‟ or „I hear you‟ if those words do not fit your personality type. You will be uncomfortable at first, so it is very important practice with casual acquaintances before you start using this technique on attractive women. After a while you may find that you are suddenly making friends with unexpected people, you are more popular at work than you ever dreamed possible, and the woman in the grocery store is crazy about you – then you know it‟s working, and you can get out there and start using the technique for real. When you talk with a girl in the way she prefers then you will find her opening up to you. It won‟t be long before she becomes physically attracted to you. The reason for the rapid attraction lies in the fact that the woman you are with starts to picture you as her soul mate subconsciously. When she begins to see you as her soul mate, you will no longer be a stranger to her. She feels that she has known you all her life and that you can understand her totally. Avoid these psychological mistakes Some men have the tendency to make mistakes in the psychology of seduction. Let us look at some of the common MISTAKES which most men make and what you should do to avoid them: 1. Trying to act as an extremely nice guy: women do not get physically attracted to you because you are nice. They get attracted to you because you are confident, optimistic and successful. Be clear about the difference between being happy and being nice. 14
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2. Trying to argue a woman into liking you: if a woman is not interested in you then do not use words to try to persuade her to like you. It does not happen and no matter what you say or do, it most definitely will not make a woman fall for you. It is simply not possible for you to persuade a woman to become attracted to you. If she is not interested then the only way you can change that is to genuinely forget her and get lots of other women interested in you. When you do that, she may change her mind, but only when you no longer care either way. So move on. 3. Waiting for her permission or approval: many men wait for approval or ask for a woman‟s permission before they do certain things. For example, they may ask if they can kiss her, insist that she chooses where to go on a date rather than making a suggestion, or even wait for women to approach them in a bar. They think that by doing what the woman wants them to do, they can win her over. In fact she will see this as a sign that the man lacks confidence. Most women do not find it attractive at all to be asked for their permission all the time. Many will even be irritated by it. However, this does not mean that you have to ill-treat her. Just be normal. If it feels like the right moment to kiss her, then kiss her. Be confident: don‟t be afraid of rejection. In the unlikely event that she doesn‟t like it that you kissed her, apologize and wait a while before trying again. It‟s no big deal. 4. Trying to purchase her affection: if you think that you can win over her by taking her out to dinner or showering her with expensive gifts then you are very wrong. In the worst case, if you make her feel that she owes you sex because you bought her dinner, you are treating her like a cheap prostitute. If you are simply trying to impress her, then it doesn‟t matter what something cost. She will love receiving your gifts if she likes you, regardless of their value, just because they are a sign of your affection. But a woman who is not attracted to you will not change just because of an expensive gift. 15
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5. Telling her your feelings too soon: if you claim to be in love with a woman at first sight, or say anything that suggests that, she will probably run a mile. She will either think you shallow, or she will think you are lying to get into her pants. It is well known belief found in all women‟s magazines that most guys‟ affections change pretty fast and a guy who falls in love easily, falls out of it easily too. Never express your feelings in the beginning of the relationship. 6. Believing that women only fall for looks: we covered this already, but it is worth repeating. If you think you need plastic surgery to make women fall for you then you couldn‟t be more wrong. Don‟t waste your money – a new nose will not get you one extra date. The way that you communicate with her and behave toward her is way more important. By using these two elements, you can make yourself sexually attractive to women, whatever you look like. 7. Being inflexible: some guys have a set pickup line and procedure that they use in all circumstances, on the grounds that it worked for them once. If you do this you may have a success now and then but you will fail with most women because you cannot adapt your technique to the individual woman and the circumstances. Learn to vary your technique according to her personality type and the information that she gives you in conversation, and your success rate will increase.
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Chapter 4 - Seduction Situations No matter how „modern‟ we have become, it is still better for men to approach women instead of the other way round. Dating techniques and society may have changed but most modern women still prefer to be pursued. If you want to learn the art of seduction then you should be able to hold romantic conversations, have a good command of language, look confident and know the right way to flirt. When you talk with a woman, you will get some idea about her personality and it is through this idea that you can find out the speed at which you should move forward with her. Always focus your attention on the woman that you are with. Look at her body language. Is it open, or has she closed herself off from you with folded arms or crossed legs? Is her body turned toward you or away? Is she copying your posture or doing something different? You will know from her body language whether the lady in question is interested in you. When you first meet a woman that you are attracted to, it can give rise to three situations: 1. You only have few minutes to attract and seduce her. Let us assume that you have met this really attractive woman in a coffee shop and you want to attract her. In such a situation, you should say or act in a certain way that would draw her toward you. If you are unable to do that then she would be gone from your life forever. The most important thing to do in this situation is to develop a bond with her and make yourself trustworthy so that she can trust you. Women would never go for men whom they don‟t trust so it is necessary to make yourself trustworthy. Do this quickly by creating a connection between you – see the section on similarity in the previous chapter. Since you don‟t have much time here, you need to undertake rapid actions such as asking her out for a date at that moment or asking her for her email address or phone number.
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2. You have a few hours to attract and seduce her. This might be at a dinner party or a one-day event, or when you meet a woman on a plane. This situation is better than situation one because here you at least have a few hours which you can use to draw her toward you. Still, you need to win her over rapidly. See the stages of seduction in the next section and move through them as quickly as you can. Make real good use of your time. Talk to her and attract her toward you by using your body language and conversation skill. 3. You have a few days or weeks to attract and seduce her. If you are in this situation then you can take your time to woo her and then seduce her. Women you work with or neighbors would fall into this category but a lot of guys prefer not to seduce those women because of the complications that can mess up that area of your life afterward. So a better example of this situation would be a woman who works in a local store, or someone you meet on vacation or at a 3-day conference. You will meet her on several different occasions and you can move through the different stages over a longer period of time. Now that you know the different situations of seduction, you should be aware of the different stages of creating a bond with her. Stage 1: Overcome the awkwardness by indulging in light and informal conversation so that the two of you can understand each other. Create a connection. Stage 2: Make yourself trustworthy and make her feel she knows you pretty well. This is not about factual knowledge, but giving her a sense that she is seeing the real you and can trust you to act in certain ways. Stage 3: Have her develop sensual or romantic feelings for you. Flirt.
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Stage 4: Introduce physical touch in the relationship – not just friendly touching which you may have done already if she is a touch-centered person, but the kind of touching that you would only do with a woman you wanted to seduce: holding hands, kissing, arms around her, close dancing. Stage 5: Move to intimate touch, foreplay and sex. This usually requires moving to another location and you should be prepared to go through all of the earlier stages over again in the new location, right from stage one, if necessary – though it should be much quicker this time around. You should always know what stage you are at with any individual woman. As soon as one stage is successfully completed, it is time to move on to the next. You must become skilled at knowing the right time to switch to the next stage. If you move too fast, she will be scared and reject you. If you hesitate, she will think you are not very attracted to her. With practice you will learn the skill of picking the right moment for the next move. You must, however, keep the different stages in mind even in your first attempts, so that you can learn from any mistakes. A word about close dancing. In some situations, like a night club or party, it is possible to do this too soon. You can often start to dance next to a girl, make eye contact, and then ask her for a close dance before she really feels she knows you at all. This is unwise. Unless you are very lucky, she will probably feel a little uncomfortable about having reached this stage too fast and you will have to work much harder at building trust later. You may end up in the real bad situation of spending all evening on one girl, thinking you are doing great, and then have her turn you down at the end of the night because you didn‟t build enough trust earlier. So rather than ask her for a close dance at that early stage, talk to her on the dance floor or if the music is too loud for that, ask if you can buy her a drink. Even if she says no it‟s better to have her turn you down now when you can move on to someone else, than have her dance with you now but disappear when the club closes. 19
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Chapter 5 - Sense Of Humor Is Important It has been found that women regard sense of humor as the most attractive feature in men. Everyone wants to hang out with someone who has an excellent sense of humor. There isn‟t a single woman who does not look for sense of humor in men. It has also been found that if you are able to make women laugh then you can make them do almost anything. So if you are attracted to a woman and would like to seduce her then do what you can to develop a great sense of humor. Make her laugh so that she can have a great time with you. If you seem happy and relaxed this will be much easier. If you look too serious then she will not be comfortable with you. In order to make her feel comfortable, show her that you are confident and engage in light and funny conversations. When you meet a lady for the first time, there will always be some reservation between the two of you because you do not know each other well. In order to break the ice, a sense of humor is essential. You will find that those guys who can make people laugh easily are able to attract more women. The reason is simply that people feel happy when they are laughing. If a woman has to choose between a guy who can make her laugh and a guy who is serious all the time, whom do you think she will choose? Of course, the guy who can make her laugh! Just keep in mind the following points when you consider how to be an amusing guy. First, do not be funny in a way that puts you down. Remember you are a confident guy, and confident guys do not put themselves down. Your jokes and humor should make her laugh at life and feel happy. Don‟t make fun of her by teasing her about her looks or anything else. Women like men who are clever and understand the world. Guys who can be funny without putting people down usually come across this way. I am not trying
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to say that you have to be a comedian to show your intelligence. Just show her your sense of humor so that it will provide a positive view of your character to her. What do you think a woman is looking for ultimately? She is looking for a guy who has the ability to put a smile on her face – someone who can help her to enjoy her life. You can do this by being funny, and you can do it by having a positive view on the world that helps you spread happiness to those around you. If she tells you about problems that she has, listen sympathetically but do not get involved in discussions of who is to blame for her problems or encourage her to feel angry or depressed. You have a better chance with her if you can help her to forget about the pressure that she may have in life. Developing a good sense of humor requires time and practice. Moreover, you cannot be funny at all times. There are times when you will have to be serious in front of her. Always remember that if you try to act funny where sense of humor is unwanted then you might as well bid goodbye to the woman forever. It is best not to joke in the bedroom, it breaks the intensity of the mood. Humor is mainly for the first three stages of the seduction process. Everybody‟s sense of humor is different and what one woman finds funny may not be funny to other women. So again, you will have a big advantage if you can notice the kinds of things that she finds funny and take your conversation in that direction. Most people think that they have an excellent sense of humor but it doesn‟t mean that everyone can tell a joke. If you are not a great joke-teller you can still be funny in other ways. Notice when you make your friends laugh, what you said or did to cause that. You were probably very relaxed at the time. There are a few people who can be funny when they are nervous but most of us will be more amusing when we are relaxed. That‟s another reason to work on feeling confident.
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There is no doubt that your seduction technique can improve enormously if you have an excellent sense of humor. Women seem to find funny guys irresistible.
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Chapter 6 - Secrets To Make Her Want You Okay, so there is a woman whom you really like and you would love to sleep with her. Let‟s recap. Check out the tips given below which can help you to seduce her: 1.



Do not consider yourself as unattractive. If you feel that you are not attractive then there is no way in which you can make the woman find you attractive. This type of thinking will influence your body language and the way you think. Take some care over your appearance so that you feel at your best, and start telling yourself that you are attractive.



2.



Do not bore her. There are times when men tend to bore women without even realizing that they are doing that. Never talk about your work, sports or weather when you are with a lady, unless you know that she is truly interested in the subject. She may listen for hours and even say she is interested just to be polite. Then she will go home without agreeing to a second date, and you are left wondering why. The reason is, you fell for her pretence of interest, and ended up boring her. If she is genuinely interested in a subject she will not just ask questions and listen, she will have a lot to say about it. For example: if she asks you which team you think will win the Super Bowl, she is pretending to be interested. If she tells you which team she thinks will win, and why, then okay, she may be interested in football.



3.



Do not talk too much. If you talk constantly, you can make the lady turn her back on you. She will either think that you are babbling because of nervousness, or if not, she will find you boring. Try to get her talking too. Even with the shyest woman you can do this if you help her to feel relaxed and find out what she is really interested in.



4.



Never ask too many questions: I know it is weird when you are with a woman and have nothing to talk about. However, this does not mean that 23
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you have to keep asking her questions after questions. Asking a few questions can make a conversation interesting but asking too many questions will make the lady want to run away from you. Instead of interrogating her, pick up on hints in what she says, that show you when she has some real feeling about something. A good way to do this is to repeat something she has said back to her in a questioning tone of voice. This will encourage her to say more but it comes across as interest rather than another question. For example: You: “What kind of movies do you like?” Her: “Oh, I guess … comedies mainly.” You: “Comedies?” Her: “Yes, like ... Meet The Parents.” If you know that movie you now have quite a lot to talk about. You can discuss that movie and the follow-up and think of some similar ones that she probably likes too. Remember, you are not just chatting to pass the time. You are building trust by creating connections and letting her see similarities, things that the two of you share. With this technique you must only repeat actual words that she said. If you say “What kind of comedies?” then that is another question and she may feel she is being interrogated. 5.



Avoid questions that can have Yes or No as the answer, e.g. “Do you like movies?” This can kill the conversation.



6.



Do not treat a woman as a prize. A woman does not like the idea of being a prize or a possession. She will not be attracted to you if she thinks you are showing off that you are with her, or if she suspects that you will boast about your conquest of her to your friends.



7.



Try to interpret her body language. Many men do not think that it is necessary to read the body language of the women that they are interested in. By reading her body language you will have some idea about whether 24
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she is interested in you. If she is then you can carry out your seduction plan and if she isn‟t then there are a lot of other fishes in the sea. 8.



Flirting is the answer. How will a woman know that you are interested in her if you do not give her a sign? When you flirt with her, you indirectly let her know about your intention.



9.



Be confident. Women simply cannot resist men who are confident. Do not be afraid to approach a woman because of fear of rejection. There are always risks in life and if you do not take the risk then you cannot reap the benefits.



10. Make the lady feel good. If you want to attract and seduce a lady then it is very important to make her feel good in your company. If she feels happy in your company then it will not take a long time to attract her and then seduce her.
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Chapter 7 - How Do Women Think? Have you ever wondered what goes on inside the minds of women? Clearly, we can never know for sure how somebody else thinks, and that seems even more true with people of the opposite sex. However, there are certain ways in which most all women think and in this chapter we are going to learn about them. When a woman sees an extremely attractive man, or a man that she finds extremely attractive (and you might be surprised who they are) her first thought would be „He is so hot‟. That‟s right. Believe it. If you thought that only men could think that way then you do not know a lot. However, seeing a hot and attractive guy does not mean that the woman will approach him. What she will do is look at him a lot, and watch him – his body language, his style, what he is doing and who he is with. If she is really interested in the guy then you will find that she cannot keep her eyes off him. If the guy in question is also interested then he will do the approaching. So the next time you find a woman staring at you, approach her because she will not approach you first. Never encourage a woman to think that you are a „nice guy‟ if you are attracted to her. Many guys do this because it makes the initial stages of the process easier – she is happy to talk with you, for example, and it is easy to build up trust. But you will probably find she just laughs at you when you try to move on to flirting and touching. She is willing to be your friend but nothing more than a friend. She will probably even go out with you in a group, but not one on one, because she is hoping you will introduce her to other, „hotter‟ guys. However, this does not mean that you have to be a bad guy, be aggressive or nasty to her, or treat her badly. Just be clear in your mind that you can have as many women as you want, and she will pick that up, and she will sit up and take notice. The mind of a woman is such that they are attracted to guys whom they find mysterious. Women like to unfold mysteries and they simply cannot resist the challenge to know more about mysterious men. So don‟t answer all of her 26
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questions, and don‟t give her too much information. You don‟t want to satisfy her – at least, not by talking. When it comes to information about yourself, always leave her wanting more. If a woman fancies you then you will know it. Like I mentioned earlier, she is attracted to you if she cannot take her eyes off you. So if you just met a woman and you find her eyes wandering away when you are talking, then that is a bad sign. It probably means that she is not interested and is looking around for someone she likes more. Make yourself more interesting by talking to another girl instead. You may end up having the choice between the two of them. Women are very keen creatures who simply love to notice a lot of things. They are very interested in other people and in all kinds of relationships. If you are on a date in a restaurant with her and she is looking around the room, don‟t worry. In that situation she is probably just wanting to see what kind of place she is in and who else is there, so that she can tell her friends tomorrow. Stop talking and let her look. As soon as you are quiet, she will want to know why, and that will get her interested in you again.
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Chapter 8 - Mystery Method Of Seduction The „mystery method‟ of seduction is a step-by-step method which is very simple to learn once you understand the principles of it. The mystery method considers how men and women choose partners on the basis of their perceived value to help them either survive or reproduce. According to the mystery method, men are mainly looking for replication value: that is, women who will help them reproduce. This means someone young but fully developed physically, with wide hips for bearing his children safely, and a nurturing type of personality that will mean she will care for the children well. Ideally, he wants to impregnate as many of these women as possible. Women, on the other hand, are mainly looking for survival value: that is, a man who will ensure that the woman and her children survive. He needs to be strong and healthy, clever and skilful at finding food and shelter (a good provider), and able and willing to fight to protect his family. He should be someone who is prepared to stick around to see her through the times when she cannot provide for herself and her babies. There is no particular value to her in having a lot of different partners, because she can only give birth to a certain number of children. However, she will want to find the highest value partner that she can, and may abandon a partner for one with higher value. Although this is a very simplistic, biological view, when you look at it this way you can immediately see why women are not as concerned about looks as you probably thought. Your appearance is not nearly so important to her, as hers is to you. She is more concerned about other factors, including earning power and your personality. The mystery method states that individuals have a powerful emotional reaction to individuals with higher value. This is the reason why men have a powerful reaction to extremely attractive women. It is because of this reaction that men undergo an adrenaline rush and talk about attractive women „driving them wild‟. 28
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A woman who is extremely attractive would create such type of reaction in most men. But she does not want a lot of different men who are temporarily driven wild by her looks. She has other values. So according to the mystery method the woman would subconsciously find a man who seems emotionally unresponsive to her, of higher value. As a result, she will be drawn toward him. According to this method, you should never let her know that she drives you wild. Basically, there are three elements or components in the mystery method of seduction and they are as follows: 1. Attract. 2. Comfort. 3. Seduce. Each of these elements is categorized into three phases. Let us look at the three phases of each stage of this method: 



A1 or Attract 1: In this phase, you need to start a conversation with the woman or induce her to start one. Conversation is extremely important and you should not take the next step unless you have engaged in a good conversation. The A1 stage is extremely significant even though it does not last for a long time. If you see an extremely attractive woman that you like, proceed toward her direction to approach her. It is always recommended that you should not walk to her from the back nor should you walk straight in to her direction. You can walk at a 45-60 degree angle. Use dismissive body language to start a conversation. Do not compliment or praise her at this stage. Use short but unique lines to impress her (seem different from the rest) instead of babbling a long story or telling her that you like her dress.
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A2 or Attract 2: Many men are of the opinion that getting the women attracted to them is not simple. This is incorrect thinking because you can attract women very easily. You simply have to make use of certain techniques like showing higher value, alpha male traits, etc. Most of the time, this stage takes about two to ten minutes. However, it may take up to twenty minutes with some women. Always remember that you should not praise her on her looks at this stage. When she shows an interest in you, step to the next stage.







A3 or Attract 3: This is a very significant stage. Here you must let the woman know that you are attracted to her but not just because of her appearance. If you let her know that you are interested in her simply because she is beautiful then she will turn her back on you. She will think that you are not as cool as she thought you were. Remember, every guy since she was a teenager has thought she was gorgeous, so what‟s so special about you? Show that you are attracted by her mind, her personality, her opinions.







Comfort (C1, C2 and C3): Creating a comfortable atmosphere is very important in the seduction process. The majority of women (except for the party girls) will take a minimum of three to ten hours and perhaps more than one meeting to get into the comfort phase. C1 or the „connection‟ phase will occur in the location where you have first attracted the lady. C2 or the „trust‟ stage will take place in a more comfortable location. Lastly, C3 or the „intimacy‟ stage will take place in the place where you plan to seduce her.







Seduction (S1, S2 and S3): S1 is the arousal stage where you have to turn her on. S2 is the stage of resistance where the woman feels some resistance to you as she would not like to think of herself as a slut. This is normal, almost inevitable, so expect it and deal with it. In this stage you need to be patient but persist. She wants to be seduced at this stage, but she needs
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reassurance. S3 is the stage where you actually get into bed with her. Always remember to seduce her in a place where you will not be disturbed. If you are planning to seduce her in your own home then make sure that your place is clean and hygienic. Many women find the idea of a dirty place abhorrent. You may have aroused her but if she finds that your place is dirty and untidy then she may change her mind. I am not saying that your home should be spotless. Just clean enough to make her comfortable.
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Chapter 9 - Sun Signs And Seduction Most guys are skeptical about astrology and if you feel that way then I hear you. However, guys who try this approach do report some success so you may want to incorporate it in your technique, especially if you hit a patch where you seem to be getting nowhere with women. However crazy it may seem, the idea behind astrology is that the position of the earth and other planets at the time we are born exerts a gravitational pull on the earth that affects our personality. The sign that you see in astrological predictions (Aries, Taurus etc) is your sun sign. It‟s not so much about the position of the sun in the sky at the time you were born but more the position of the earth‟s axis in relation to the sun in the month of your birth. The other planets also have a part in astrology and a full astrological chart would also tell you your moon sign and the position of all the other planets in our solar system. Most people only know their sun signs and there are certain personality traits that are associated with each sign. The idea behind this technique is simple. You ask a woman what sign she was born under, then you apply the seduction technique that is designed for that sign. 



Aries- Women born under the sign of Aries prefer their men to be aggressive and bold. If you want to kiss her then do not wait or ask for her approval. Just surprise her by giving her an out-of-the-world and mindblowing kiss. The approach you take should have more force. In addition, the Aries women love it when men pay compliments to them. If you just met an Aries woman for the first time then do not feel that you have to avoid disagreeing with her simply because you want to seduce her. Women born under this sign are drawn to men who disagree with them. They prefer a positive and swift style of seduction.







Taurus- If you are attracted to a woman who is born under the sign of Taurus then your seduction style should be steady but slow. Women born 32
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under this sign relish and cherish the wooing stage of a relationship. When you are going on a first date with her then make sure that you do not arrive late. Always arrive before her and buy her some gifts or flowers. These women simply love it when men offer them gifts. If you want to seduce a lady born under this sign then use a subtle spray of cologne as Taurus ladies are very much influenced by sensual stimuli. These women also appreciate a great sense of humor. You can attract a woman to you by making her laugh. 



Gemini- Women born under this sign appreciate high intelligence and cleverness in their men. You should also know that Gemini women love to flirt. In fact, there is nothing they like better than to flirt with the opposite sex. You may have to work hard to move her on past the flirting stage to take you more seriously.







Cancer- Women born under the sign of Cancer are usually soft at heart. If you are attracted to a woman who is born under this sun sign then the best way to seduce her and get her into your bed would be to display the sensitive side of your personality to her. These women love to be taken care of and if you want to seduce a woman of this sun sign then you can think of cooking dinner for her. These women are very romantic and they love romantic surroundings. If you are cooking for her then play soft music in the background and create a romantic atmosphere by using candles. If you want to kiss her then she may like you to ask for her permission first in a sexy low voice. Your style of seduction should be nurturing and soft.







Leo- It is very important to concentrate on the women of this sun sign if you want to seduce them. They love it when men praise them on they way they dress, behave, eat, talk, etc. In short, they love hearing men singing their praises. These women love to have the best and if you want to make a good impression then treat her the best possible way. During foreplay, make sure that you whisper compliments in her ears. Doing this can make your lovemaking fabulous and out of the world. The women under this sign 33
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love to be seduced. If you can make her fall for you then you can be sure that she will meet you more than half way in the seduction process. 



Virgo- If you are thinking of seducing a woman born under the sign of Virgo then cleanliness would most definitely be an asset. If you are taking her to your place then ensure that your sheets are clean and fresh before you place her on your bed. These women get turned on by seeing smartly dressed men. If you fancy a woman of this sign then you should dress properly when you are meeting her. If you want the seduction to be perfect then you can try taking a shower with her. If you have just met a woman and want to break the ice between the two of you then you can consider asking her for help in finding your mobile phone, proofreading some notes or even organizing your desk. Women of this sun sign like order and they like to help others.







Libra- Librans are very classy and stylish. If you are interested in seducing a Libran woman then you need to think of romancing her in a very sophisticated manner. These women love beautiful and stylish things. They would expect you to do everything with style. Women born under the sign of Libra love listening to music. So, it would be a great idea to take her to a concert before seducing her. In addition, make sure that you kiss extremely well before you try to seduce a Libran. Librans simply love men who have skills in lovemaking. For Librans, seduction is an inborn talent. They have innate seduction skills and they also expect you to seduce them in the best possible way that would make them screaming for more.







Scorpio- Most men find it a bit difficult to seduce scorpions because these women are full of secrets and you never know what you can expect from them. You should not be put off if she gives you an enigmatic smile when you make a move on her. Her ways of showing attraction toward you are inscrutable most of the time. If you want to seduce her then take her out for a movie and play with her hands during the movie. This will arouse her and make your lovemaking impeccable later on. At the time of making love, 34
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your moves should be urgent and yet the lovemaking should be without any words. Allow your body to do all the talking. Simply indulge in her and give her the best seduction that one can offer. 



Sagittarius- If you have a great sense of humor than you can very easily seduce and have a Sagittarian woman in your bed. Women born under this sign simply love men who can make them laugh all the time. These women love the idea of great sex in the outdoors. One great idea to seduce her would be to take her on a camping trip. Remember to take a double sleeping bag with you. These women have mischievous and naughty methods of seduction themselves and if you can make her fall for you then you are in for a great roll in the sack.







Capricorn- These are noble women but do not worry because seducing a woman born under this sun sign will be worth all the effort. You should not hurry. Be patient and use a slow but steady approach when you are seducing her. When you are out on a first date, do not try to have more than a long lasting kiss. Now on your next date, you can caress her neck, shoulders or back. Remember to make use of firm and persistent pressure when you are caressing her. This will turn her on and she will want you to continue what you started. At this time, try to pull back a little because people born under this sign believe that the best things are worth waiting for. Let her know that you want to take it slowly to get to know her better and enjoy every moment. Doing this will impress her tremendously and it will make your seduction all the more exciting.







Aquarius- On the sexual front, you will discover that it is not very easy to seduce an Aquarian woman. You will need an original approach. Aquarian women love original things and in the matter of seduction, they would also expect something original. Don‟t be afraid to show unusual or even eccentric sides of your personality because she will probably like them. Also, most women born under this sign simply cannot resist challenge, so
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you can use that in your seduction technique. Play hard to get and make yourself be a challenge for her. 



Pisces- Are you attracted to a Piscean woman? If this is the case then you will have to make her feel out of the world if you want to seduce her. Piscean women like calm, peaceful surroundings, soft lighting and comfort. Give her a kiss on the shoulders and lots of tender caresses. This will automatically lead her to your bedroom. She will enjoy slow stroking of her hands and a foot massage. Piscean women are very sensitive and have a soft heart so try to seduce her slowly but skillfully.



If you get very practiced at this, you may start to be able to guess women‟s sun signs before they even tell you. This will really impress them. They will be fascinated to know how you guessed. Don‟t give away any secrets. Let them stay fascinated by you. The other advantage of knowing about astrology is that many women are interested in horoscopes so you can make your conversation more interesting to them by knowing about the traits of different sun signs and compatibility between different sun signs. Also, you don‟t have to worry if she tells you that you‟re Aquarius and she‟s Pisces and the two are not compatible. This leaves most men speechless but you can bring in the influence of the moon and other planets to convince her that you and she are not the usual type of Aquarius and Pisces people.
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Chapter 10 - Seduction Myths Why can some men seduce women so easily, and others seem to have no success at all? The truth is that the men who have no success believe one or other of the prevalent myths about seduction which are completely untrue. Actually, seduction is not at all difficult if you have proper knowledge of the subject. In this chapter we are going to look at some of the myths and negative beliefs that you must get over if you want to have success with women. 1. „I was rejected by X, so I am a failure with women.‟ This is crazy, and yet a lot of men have this belief. Some girl they liked was not attracted to them, so they just gave up. All men are rejected by some women. In fact, the guys who have a lot of success with women also probably have a ton more rejections than you, if they bothered counting them – but they don‟t, because they are too busy looking for the next success. Whatever happened, get over it. Always remember that each and every man has been turned down in his life at least once, unless he never had the courage to try at all. Why should you allow one measly rejection to have a negative impact on your whole life? 2. “I wouldn‟t be able to seduce anyone.” If you think that you don‟t have it in you to seduce a woman then you couldn‟t be more wrong. Each and every one of us has been born with innate seduction techniques. You may not have discovered them as yet but this does not mean that you cannot seduce a woman. How will you know that seduction is not for you if you do not try it? Have more confidence in yourself. Next time you are in a situation where you are meeting women, remind yourself that there is at least one woman in the room who is attracted to you. She will not approach you but she is watching you and if 37
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you look at her, she will make eye contact and then quickly look away before she looks at you again. All you have to do is find that woman, form a connection, and you are on your way. 3. “Women think that I am a jerk.” If this is because you get drunk, play the fool, look like a slob or act aggressive when you are nervous, then all of those are things you can change. Women don‟t think that a guy is a jerk just because he is attracted to her. They like it. But you need to build on that. Read the chapter on the „mystery‟ method of seduction again and concentrate on building your value. Also, ask yourself whether you may be going for the wrong type of woman, or approaching them in the wrong way. Do you go for girls who look „easy‟, when you are really more interested in another type of girl? Try approaching the quieter ones for a change. You may be surprised how differently they react. 4. „She could get any guy – she won‟t choose me.‟ Like most of the other myths, this shows lack of confidence in yourself. Look around you at the couples you see. Aren‟t some of them surprising? Don‟t you see lovely women with guys who seem nothing special at all? The reason for that is that those guys are special to those women. Be special, which you already are if you can believe in yourself, and there is no reason why she would not go for you. 5. „If I sing her praises, I will be able to seduce her.‟ Unfortunately, it is not that simple. The right compliment at the right time can be the thing that makes her fall into your arms, but women are not obsessed with compliments. Use them sparingly. Believe it or not there are a few women who feel insulted when you praise their body, dress or physical appearance. They want you to be interested in them as people, 38
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and they believe that men simply flatter them as an easy way to get into their pants. So the next time you are with a woman that you want to seduce, try not to sing too many praises for you may push her away from you. 6. „It is important for me to be extremely creative and funny.‟ This is not so important that you should try to fake it. Although we talked about originality and humor, these are things that come naturally when you are more confident. If you are trying to be something you are not, a woman will be able to tell. She is extremely good at reading body language. Just relax. If you are not comfortable with cracking jokes then you don‟t have to do that. Instead you can do or talk about something that you are good at. 7. „When I have finished reading this book, I will be an excellent seducer. If not, I need to keep looking for a method that works.‟ Again, it‟s not that simple! Sure, reading about the methods of seduction will help you, but you will need to actually practice the methods, and keep reading this book to remind yourself of the ideas. Practice is the most important part of this. You cannot be an expert in seduction in one or two days. It may take a few weeks or months for you to master it, but you will have successes along the way. In six months from now, or a year, or ten years, do you want to be confident of getting a woman whenever you want, or do you want to be still sitting at home searching the internet for the „magic‟ method that will work for you instantly? If you are turned off by the idea of putting these methods into practice, you are probably afraid of making mistakes. Try to look at things differently. There are no mistakes – there are only learning opportunities. A few rejections now are the best thing that can happen to you. You will learn 39
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more from your rejections than from your successes, so you should be grateful for those women who turn you down – but hide your surprise when one accepts you! 8. „Women love money, and I don‟t have any, so I have no chance with them.‟ This may hold true for a few women but not all women are after you for your money. True gold-diggers are rare. Being a good provider is not only about money. Women want someone who will look out for them and take care of them, and you can do that in other ways than financially. Be confident, be interested in her and attentive to her needs, and you will soon find women who appreciate that so much that they don‟t care whether you have a good job, or any job at all. These are some of the most common myths that prevent most guys from having the success with women that they wish for. If one of these is holding you back, take some time to find a positive affirmation that will help you get past it. Remember that a lot of these beliefs are deeply ingrained in us and it takes more than just reading about them to overcome them permanently. If you don‟t think that any of these is holding you back but something else is, then try watching your reactions when you are among women and see if you can identify what it is. Then take whatever negative belief you may have, and imagine what you would say if your best friend said that to you. How would you help him see that it was not true? Make sure that what you come up with is positive: i.e. not „I‟m not a jerk‟ (that‟s a negative), but „I‟m a confident guy that knows how to please a woman.‟
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Chapter 11 - Conclusion Seduction is something that women as well as men undertake from time to time to get their partners to have sex with them. However, it is the men who have to seduce the women most of the time. Don‟t assume that because a woman dresses in a sexy way, she is trying to seduce you. She will still expect you to seduce her. This way she can still feel good about herself and doesn‟t have to feel she is a slut. A successful seducer always leaves the woman with the impression that she made the right decision when she went to bed with him. An awesome touch is to send her flowers the next day, with a card that says „Thank you for a wonderful evening‟. It sounds so corny but she will adore it, and most guys don‟t bother. Sure you probably don‟t want to see her again but it is only polite to say thank you. It makes it way easier for her to accept that you never call her again, and makes sure that in spite of this, she only has good things to say about you to her friends. Remember, even in a big city, word gets around. If you seduce a lot of women then over the years, having them all feeling good about it afterward is going to pay you back big time. If you fall in love with a previous conquest‟s best friend five years from now, do you want to have her say, „Oh, so you were the guy who sent Jeannie flowers,‟ or „Oh, so you‟re the guy that Jeannie said was a real rat‟? Confidence and smartness are the two things that women look out for in men. If you are smart as well as confident then you have a high chance of successfully taking her home. The way you act and talk is also very important. Make her feel that you are a gentleman by doing everything that a gentleman would do. However, don‟t be too nice otherwise you may end up being just good friends. Act cool and don‟t agree to all her requests. Ignore some of her questions, to pique her interest. Seduction is an art that requires you to be very attentive to circumstances including monitoring many things at the same time. This may seem impossible at 41
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first and that‟s why many guys don‟t have the success that they could have. But really, it‟s just like driving. At first it seems that you will never master all of the things that need to be done at the same time. Don‟t give up. With practice, after a time it is second nature. Now that you have read this book you have a choice. You can go on as you are, fantasizing and wishing, or you can act and make your dreams come true. It‟s very simple. You just do what you did when you learned to drive – start putting the techniques into action, learn from any setbacks, celebrate your successes and move toward the day when the right moves for any situation will come naturally to you and seducing a woman will be something you can do as easily as driving in traffic.
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THE NO FAIL WORKOUT SYSTEM



Complete Physique Transformation Program



- Disclaimer -



Before beginning any new exercise, nutrition or dietary supplement program you should consult a physician first. The information presented herein is not meant to treat or prevent any disease or to provide the reader with medical advice. If you are looking for specific medical advice then you should obtain this information from a licensed health-care practitioner. This publication is intended for informational use only. Sean Nalewanyj and www.BodyTransformationTruth.com will not assume any liability or be held responsible for any form of injury, personal loss or illness caused by the utilization of this information. The individual results obtained from the use of this program will vary from person to person and we make no guarantee as to the degree of results that you will personally achieve.



Introduction



The No-Fail Workout System is an intelligently structured, step-by-step training plan designed to take you to your ultimate physique goals in the most effective and efficient way possible. By now you should have read through the complete Top-Level Weight Training and Efficient Fat Burning Cardio chapters of the main Muscle Building & Fat Loss Decoded E-Course and should have a solid grasp of the proper principles behind an effective weight training and cardio workout. There’s much more to structuring a proper training routine than merely following set in stone exercises, sets and reps. You should also understand why you’re doing what you’re doing and how to implement your plan in the most effective way possible. For that reason, you should make sure to read through those two chapters before beginning. The routine is broken down into two plans: Weight Training and Cardio. As you should already know by now, your weight training approach should be structured in exactly the same way whether your goal is to build muscle or lose fat. (If you’re unclear as to why this is the case, make sure to read through the Top-Level Weight Training and Efficient Fat Burning Cardio chapters for a complete explanation) For that reason, the same weight training plan should be used regardless of whether you’re aiming to add size and strength or strip off body fat.



The only aspect of your training plan that will differ slightly based on your goals is your cardio approach, and I’ll give you some guidelines for that in the cardio section at the end. Here’s how to get started… First, make sure to read through the Workout Guidelines. This section will give an overview of exactly how each individual workout should be performed. Again, this information is all broken down in great detail in the main e-course. Next, make your way through the Weight Training Plan. The weight training plan outlines which days you should train on, the exact exercises, sets and reps for each workout, along with a list of exercise substitutions you can use if necessary. Finally, read through the Cardio section. Depending on your individual body type and goals, a specific cardio protocol will be outlined for you that can be used alongside your weight training routine. That's all there is to it. Let’s get started...



COMPLETE NO-FAIL WEIGHT TRAINING WORKOUT PLAN



No-Fail Workout Guidelines



Before you get started, make sure to read over these important workout guidelines first... 1) For a complete explanation of the principles behind a proper weight training workout, and to learn exactly why the workouts are structured the way they are, make sure to read through the Top-Level Weight Training chapter of the main e-course. 2) Before you begin any of the assigned workouts, you must have a proper understanding of how each exercise is performed. Consult the Video Exercise Database for this. 3) Aim to perform each set 1-2 reps short of muscular failure. This means that you should continue your set until the point where, if you were to give an all-out 100% effort, you would only be able to complete 1-2 more reps using proper form. You’ll get a better handle on this after a few weeks of training if you’re a complete beginner. 4) Don’t bother with any so-called “advanced techniques”, such as supersets, drop sets, forced reps, “burn out sets” or anything else. Every set in the No-Fail Workout should be executed as a standard straight set where you simply train 1-2 reps short of failure and then stop. 5) Always write down your workouts in detail by recording the exact weight lifted and reps executed for every exercise throughout the session. The next time you enter the gym to perform that same workout, you should be placing 100% of your focus on improving upon your previous performance by adding slightly more weight, performing more reps, or both.



6) Every workout should begin with a proper warm-up consisting of 5 minutes of very light cardio followed by 3 weight acclimation sets for your first major compound exercise of the workout. You'll perform 50% x 10 reps, 75% x 3 reps and 100% x 1 rep, where the percentage given is in relation to the amount of weight you'll use on your first working set. 7) After you have completed a set, you should only perform your next set when you feel that you are 100% recovered and can perform that set with maximum strength and focus. There is no concrete rest interval in between sets, as it will vary from exercise to exercise. 8) On the positive portion of the repetition, move the weight as fast as you can while still maintaining complete control. On the negative portion of the repetition, lower the weight in 3-4 seconds. 9) Breathe in as you lower the weight and breathe out as you lift it. 10) Purchase a set of lifting straps and use them for all back exercises. 11) Make sure to place equal focus and intensity on all muscle groups. You should not be favoring certain muscles over others, but instead should focus on developing your physique as equally as possible. 12) Muscle pump, muscle burn and muscle soreness are not indicators of a successful workout. The success of your workout should only be gauged by how well you execute the principle of intensity (training 1-2 reps short of muscular failure) and progression (adding more weight to each exercise over time). 13) Injury prevention should always be treated as a primary concern. Keep your joints and connective tissues healthy by properly warming up, lifting within your own limits, monitoring your intensity levels, using proper form and avoiding overtraining yourself. 14) After 8-10 continuous weeks of training, take 1 full week off from the gym. This will allow your body and joints to fully recuperate and will prevent overtraining. You may still perform cardio on your week off.



Weekly Workout Layout



The No-Fail Workout System utilizes what is known as a “Legs/Push/Pull” structure, which involves 3 individual workouts that you’ll be cycling through. For Workout A, you’ll be training your legs: quads, hamstrings and calves. For Workout B, you’ll be training all of your upper body pushing muscles: your chest, shoulders (front and side heads) and triceps. For Workout C, you’ll be training all of your upper body pulling muscles: your back, shoulders (rear head) and biceps. Abs will be trained at the end of each workout. This is an extremely effective training structure because it hits the muscles in groups that work together synergistically to perform their specific movement patterns. For example, all compound chest exercises also stimulate the shoulders (front head) and triceps, all compound shoulder exercises also stimulate the triceps, and all compound back exercises also stimulate the biceps and shoulders (rear head). This type of structure allows for maximum recovery in between workouts and prevents muscular overlap since each system is being trained in isolation. The way to implement this plan is simple: perform Workout A, then B, then C, and then repeat the cycle.



Since recovery ability will vary from person to person, there isn’t an exact set-in-stone number of days per week that every single individual must train on. Instead, your central aim should be to train with this cycle as often as possible while still making continued strength gains from workout to workout. For most people, this will mean a total of 4-5 workouts per week. If you’d prefer to train less often than this (based on your schedule or general preference) and are willing to progress at a slightly slower rate, or if you have lower than average recovery ability and need more time in between sessions, 3 workouts per week is also acceptable. If you choose to train 4 days per week, you can use a weekly layout of 2 on, 1 off, 2 on, 2 off, or you can just train every other day. For example, Monday/Tuesday/Thursday/Friday, or Monday/Wednesday/Friday/Sunday. If you choose to train 5 days per week, any 5 days of the week is ultimately fine. Just choose the layout that fits best with your schedule. If you choose to train 3 days per week, just go with 3 non-consecutive days, like Monday/Wednesday/Friday or Tuesday/Thursday/Saturday. Okay, with the central workout guidelines and weekly layout established, let’s now dive into each individual workout…



Workout A – Quads, Hamstrings, Calves



Exercise



# Of Sets



Rep Range



Barbell Squat



3-4



5-7



Leg Press (45 Degree or Horizontal)



3



8 - 10



Dumbbell Romanian Deadlift



3-4



8 - 10



Lying Leg Curl



3



5-7



Standing Machine Calf Raise



3-4



5-7



Leg Press Calf Raise



3



5-7



Kneeling Rope Crunch



2



8 - 10



Reverse Crunch



2



8 - 10



Quads



Hamstrings



Calves



Abs



Exercise Substitution List Whenever possible, I would recommend sticking to the workout plan as it is outlined above. That said, if you don't have access to certain pieces of equipment or have certain limitations (perhaps due to injuries), here are some potential exercise substitutions you can use instead... Barbell Squat & Leg Press Front Squat Hack Squat Dumbbell Squat Dumbbell Step-Up Barbell Step-Up Barbell Lunge Dumbbell Lunge



Dumbbell Romanian Deadlift Barbell Romanian Deadlift Good Morning Glute-Ham Raise



Lying Leg Curl Seated Leg Curl Standing Leg Curl Glute-Ham Raise



Standing Machine Calf Raise & Leg Press Calf Raise Standing One-Legged Dumbbell Calf Raise Smith Machine Calf Raise Hack Squat Calf Raise



Kneeling Rope Crunch Incline Crunch Weighted Floor Crunch



Reverse Crunch Lying Leg Raise Hanging Leg Raise Swiss Ball Leg Raise Seated Leg Tuck



Workout B – Chest, Shoulders (Front/Side), Triceps



Exercise



# Of Sets



Rep Range



Flat Dumbbell Press



3-4



5-7



Incline Dumbbell Press



3-4



5-7



Cable Crossover



3



8 - 10



Seated Overhead Dumbbell Press



3-4



5-7



Standing Cable Side Lateral



3



8 - 10



Tricep Pressdown



3



5-7



One-Arm Overhead DB Extension



3



8 - 10



Straight Plank



2



1-2 Minute Hold



Side Plank



2



1-2 Minute Hold



Chest



Shoulders



Triceps



Abs



Exercise Substitutions Flat Dumbbell Press & Incline Dumbbell Press Flat Barbell Press Incline Barbell Press Decline Barbell Press Decline Dumbbell Press Wide-Grip Dips Machine Bench Press Flat Smith Machine Press Incline Smith Machine Press Decline Smith Machine Press



Cable Crossovers Flat Dumbbell Flye Incline Dumbbell Flye Decline Dumbbell Flye Machine Flye Pec Deck



Seated Overhead Dumbbell Press Standing Military Press Seated Military Press Standing Overhead Dumbbell Press Overhead Smith Machine Press Overhead Machine Press



Standing Dumbbell Side Laterals Standing Cable Side Laterals Seated Dumbbell Side Laterals



Tricep Pressdown One-Arm Reverse Pressdown Decline Dumbbell Skull Crushers Flat Dumbbell Skull Crushers EZ-Bar Skull Crushers Close-Grip Bench Press Narrow-Grip Dips



One-Arm Overhead Dumbbell Extension Overhead EZ-Bar Extension Overhead Cable Extension Overhead Rope Extension



Straight Plank Swiss Ball Plank



Workout C – Back, Shoulders (Rear), Biceps



Exercise



# Of Sets



Rep Range



Barbell Deadlift



3-4



5-7



Overhand Chin Up



3-4



5-7



One-Arm Dumbbell Row



3-4



5-7



Face Pull



3



8 - 10



3



8 - 10



Barbell Curl



3



5-7



Alternating Dumbbell Curl



3



5-7



Cable Wood Chopper



2



8 - 10



Pallof Press



2



8 - 10



Back



Shoulders (Rear Head) Rear Lateral Cable Raise Biceps



Abs



Exercise Substitutions Deadlifts Bent Over Barbell Row Bent Over Dumbbell Row Seated Cable Row T-Bar Row



Overhand Chin-Up Overhand Lat Pulldown V-Bar Pulldown Underhand Lat Pulldown Underhand Chin Ups



One Arm Dumbbell Row Bent Over Barbell Row Bent Over Dumbbell Row Seated Cable Row T-Bar Row



Face Pull Dumbbell Shrug Barbell Shrug Smith Machine Shrug



Rear Lateral Cable Raise Rear Lateral Dumbbell Raise



Barbell Curl Cable Curl



Standing Alternating Dumbbell Curl Seated Alternating Dumbbell Curl Seated Incline Dumbbell Curl



Cable Wood Chopper Plate Twist



Pallof Press Flat Russian Twist



NO-FAIL CARDIO GUIDELINES



The No-Fail Workout Routine: Cardio



Additional cardio exercise will be included in your program for one of two major reasons: 1) Your primary goal is to build muscle size, but you want to minimize the amount of body fat you gain. 2) Your primary goal is to lose body fat, and you're using cardio as a means of stimulating fat loss. There are 3 specific cardio approaches outlined below that will be used alongside your weight training routine. Choose the program that most closely suits your individual situation. Keep in mind though that optimal cardio protocols can vary quite a bit from person to person depending on a variety of factors, so treat these cardio plans as starting guidelines and adjust as you go along. Before you get started, make sure to read through these important No-Fail Cardio Guidelines...



No-Fail Cardio Guidelines 1) For your H.I.I.T sessions, stick to cardio exercises that minimize the risk of injury and that do not require very much skill to perform. This way you won't have to worry about balancing yourself on the machine and can place 100% of your focus on generating a high level of intensity. 2) The most highly recommend machines for H.I.I.T cardio include the upright stationary bike, recumbent bike, treadmill and stairclimber. For advanced trainees, outdoor sprinting is also a great option. 3) "H.I.I.T Cardio" stands for "High Intensity Interval Training". This type of cardio only lasts 10-20 minutes in duration and uses alternating bouts of low intensity work followed by high intensity work. Although very challenging, this type of cardio provides the most powerful fat burning and muscle sparing stimulus possible. 4) Proper H.I.I.T Cardio is covered in detail in the Efficient Fat Burning Cardio chapter of the main e-course, and as a minimum you'll need to read the "Cardio Intervals" section before getting started. 5) "Moderate Aerobic Cardio" refers to steady pace sessions performed at a moderate intensity for 40-60 minutes. If you ranked your intensity level from 0 (no work at all) to 10 (100% effort), these types of sessions should fall into a difficulty level of about 5-6. 6) Moderate Aerobic Cardio doesn't always have to fall into a "traditional" gym setting. Many of you have other activates you enjoy outside of the gym that are still intense and challenging to perform. This might include things like sports, cycling, hiking or martial arts. These activities can be counted as moderate aerobic cardio as long as they allow you to generate a sufficient level of intensity. 7) Aim to space your cardio sessions at least 8 hours away from your weight training workouts to maximize recovery and spare lean muscle tissue. If your schedule does not permit this, perform your cardio immediately after your weight training workout. 8) Do not worry about the calorie readings on the machine or about reaching a specified “target heart rate”. Both of these factors are largely irrelevant. Simply focus on putting forth a hard, focused effort during each session and strive for improvement each time.



9) Always focus on making steady progression by increasing the workload for every successive cardio session that you perform. You can accomplish this in the following ways: * Increase the resistance on the machine. * Increase the distance that you travel at a given resistance. * Decrease the resting time in between intervals. * Decrease the work period of an interval and raise the intensity as a result. * Increase the work period of an interval at the same intensity. * Perform a greater number of total intervals. 10) To get started, choose one of the 3 cardio layouts listed below. Keep in mind that these programs are not set in stone and can be modified and adjusted as you go along depending on your results...



Cardio Program #1 Your primary goal is to build muscle, and you do not gain body fat easily. In this situation, cardio will not play a significant role in your program. As a starting point, go with 1 H.I.I.T session and 1 Moderate Aerobic session per week. This should be sufficient to keep your body in a continual muscle building state while warding off unwanted fat gains. If you're on the extreme end of the scale with a highly ectomorphic body type and never seem to gain an ounce of fat no matter what you do, your weight training sessions alone will likely be enough. In that case, you can eliminate any and all additional cardio from your program unless it’s for a specific activity you enjoy or for basic health reasons. _______________________________________________________________________



Cardio Program #2 Your primary goal is to build muscle, but you tend to gain excess body fat if you aren't careful. In this situation, cardio will play a slightly more important role in your overall program. As a starting point, perform 2 H.I.I.T sessions per week along with a Moderate Aerobic session once per week. _______________________________________________________________________



Cardio Program #3 Your primary goal is to lose body fat while maintaining lean muscle mass. To maximize fat loss while sparing muscle, perform 2 H.I.I.T sessions per week along with 2 moderate intensity 40-60 minute aerobic sessions. Remember that this is just a starting point schedule and can be modified as you go along.



If you aren't losing body fat at a significant rate, you can gradually increase your cardio frequency as necessary. (Though you can alternatively keep your cardio approach the same and simply decrease your calorie intake slightly) Or, if you are find yourself losing lean body mass too quickly or are feeling excessively drained throughout the week, you can optionally scale back.



- End Of Workout Plan -



Download the Complete Program
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